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1. Introduction

Let H be a Hubert space and X0 a closed convex subset of H. Let A and B

be maximal dissipative operators in H such that X0cD(A) n D(B)9 (I — λA)~i(X0)
aX0 and (I-λB)-\XQ)<^XQ for λ>0. We then assume that A + B is also

maximal dissipative in H and we write {TA(t)}t^,09 {TB(t)}t^0 and {T(ί)}β>0 for
the contraction semigroups generated by A, B and A + B, respectively. In the
previous paper [7], it was shown that the product formula

(1.1) lim^

holds for x e D(yl + 5) n XQ and f > 0. In this paper, we establish the product

formula (1.1) in a Banach space whose norm is uniformly Gateaux differentiable.

Let X be a real Banach space. The norm || || of X is said to be uniformly
Gateaux differentiable if

lima^a-i(\\x + ay\\-\\x\\)

exists for each yeX and uniformly for xeX with ||x|| = l. Throughout this
paper, we assume that the norm of X is uniformly Gateaux differentiate. Let

X0 be a closed convex subset of X. Let A be a dissipative operator in X. We
consider the following condition (R: X0) on the operator A:

(R:Xo) D(A) = X09 R(A) <= sp(X0-X0) and R(I-λA) z> X0 for A > 0,

where sp ( 0̂ - X0) denotes the closed subspace of X spanned by the set X0 - X0 =
{x — yι x, yεXQ}. If the dissipative operator A satisfies condition (R: XQ),

then the limit

(1.2) limπ_

exists for xeX0 and ί>0 and the family {T(f)}t^0 becomes a contraction semi-

group on XQ. Such a family {T(t)}^0 is called a (contraction) semigroup on X0

generated by A. From the results due to Baillon [1] and Reich [12], it is seen
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that if in addition X is reflexive and {T(t)}t^0 is a contraction semigroup on XQ,

then there exists a dissipative operator A in X that satisfies (R : X0) and for which

(1.2) holds.

Let Ai9 i = l, 2,..., AT, and ^4 be dissipative operators in X. Assume that

either of A{ and A satisfies condition (R: X0) and let {T^t)}t^.0, z = l, 2,..., N,

and {T(ί)}^o t>e trιe semigroups on X0 generated by Ai9 / = !, 2,...,N and ,4,
respectively. Our objective of this paper is to show that if A is the closure of

N, then

and

(1.4) l i m ^ o o / - - /- -^-i ••/- ~-^1 = T(t)x

hold for x e XQ and ί > 0. Actually, more general formulae will be obtained from

which (1.3) and (1.4) follow simultaneously.

Such product formulae as (1.3) and (1.4) for nonlinear semigroups have

been also obtained under different assumptions, for instance, in [2], [6] and [8].

2. The main theorem

To state the product formulae which generalizes (1.3) and (1.4), we introduce

a new notion, namely, ^4-family of contraction operators for a dissipative operator

A. Since the norm of X is Gateaux differentiable, for each x e X, there is a
unique x*e^f* such that ||x||2 = ||χ*||2 = <χ*, χ>. (The symbol <**, x> stands

for the value of x* at x.) The mapping x->x* is called the duality mapping in
X and denoted by F. It is known that the mapping F is continuous with respect

to the norm topology in X and the weak* topology in X*.

DEFINITION. Let A be a dissipative operator in X. Let {U(t)}t>0 be a

family of contraction operators of D(A) into itself. The family {U(t)}t>0 is

called an.A-family if, for each f>0, there exists a family {Vt(s)}0<s<t of con-

traction operators of D(A) into itself with the following three properties (a), (b)

and (c) :

(a) For each x e D(A), Vt(s)x is strongly measurable on (0, t) as an Jf -valued
function of s.

(b) For each x e D(A) and each u e D(A),

(2.1) \\VKsJu-u\\Zt\\\Au\\\, 0 < s < ί

and
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/ 1 Ct \ l / 2
(2.2) \\U(t)x-u\\ < (-ϊ-Jo \\VJ(S)x-u\\*ds) + t\\\Au\\\,

where |Mw||| =inf {||ι?||; veAu}.

(c) For each x e D(A), u e D(A) and vεAu,

(2.3) \\U(t)x-u\\2 - \\x-u\\2 <2 < F(Vt(s)x-u\
Jo

REMARKS. Since Vt(s) are contraction operators, (2.1) implies

(2.4) || F((s)x - u || < || F/s)x - Vt(s)u \\ + || Ff(s)u - u ||

and

(2.5)

for 0 < 5 < ί, x e D(A) and u e D(A). Hence, (b) yields

(2.6) \\U(ί)x-u\\ < \\x-u\\ +2ί|||Xιι|||

for x e D(A) and u e D(A).

Let A be a dissipative operator in X which satisfies condition (R: X0) for a

closed convex set X0cX. Set J(ί)x = (/-^)~1x for ί>0 and x e D(A). As is

well known, J(t) is a contraction operator of D(A) into itself. Let {Γ(ί)}ί>0 be the
semigroup on X0 generated by A. Several examples of A-familes for the operator
A are now in order.

EXAMPLE 2.1. {J(t)}t>0 is an ^-family with Vt(s) = J(t) for 5E(0, ί). In

fact, (a) is trivially satisfied. Let x e D(A), u e D(A) and v e Au. Then, Γl(J(t)x -
x) e A J(t)x and A is dissipative, and so we have

(2.7) <F(J(t)x - 11), t-i{J(t)x - x) - vy < 0.

Therefore,

Hence, we have
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(2.8) μ«*-"ll2 - ||x-up < 2t<F(J(t)x-u),

and (c) is satisfied. By (2.7) with x = w,

t-ι\\J(t)u-u\\2<(F(J(t)u-u),vy

<\\F(J(t)u-u)\\ \\v\\

Hence,

(2.9) \\J(t)u-u\\ <t\\v\\

and (2.1) holds. Finally, it is easily seen that (2.2) is valid.

EXAMPLE 2.2. For any fixed positive integer m, {J(t/m)m}t>0 is also an
^-family with Vt(s) = J(t/m)J for se((j-l)t/m, y'ί/m], j = ί , 2, , m. First,

condition (a) is trivially satisfied. Let x e D(4), M e D(A) and u 6 ^4w. By (2.8),

for 7 = 1, 2, , m. Adding these inequalities, we have

From this we obtain (c). Since each J(t/m) is a contraction operator, (2.9)

implies

(2.10)

fc-l

t\\v\\

for 7 = 1, 2, , m. Hence, (2.1) holds. Using Minkowski's inequality, we have

v l / 2

2 \ l / 2

Since (2.10) implies
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2 \ l / 2

<ΦII

and each J(ί/m) is a contraction operator, the above inequality implies

II 2 V/ 2 „ „t \m 1 1 / 1 / / V
±) χ-u <( — Σ7=ι /( — ) *-M/π/ II \m ̂  * \/n/

and hence (b) is obtained.

EXAMPLE 2.3. {T(0}ί>0 is an Λ-family with Vt(s)=T(s) for se(0, i). This
follows from Example 2.2, since, for xeD(A)9 T(i)x = limm_00 J(t/m)mx uniformly
for bounded f >0 and T(f)x is continuous in ί>0. (See Miyadera [10].)

We are now in a position to state our main theorem.

THEOREM. Let X0 be a closed convex set of X. Let Ah ί = l, 2, , N, be
dissipative operators in X and assume that each At satisfies condition (R: XΌ).

Let { ί̂(ί)}ί>o be an AΓfamily for each ΐ = l, 2, , N and A the closure of A± +
A2Λ ----- h AN. Suppose that the dissipative operator A satisfies condition (R : XQ).
Let {T(f)}t^Q be the semigroup on X0 generated by A. Then

(2.11) l i m ^ β ) t ^ - £ / w _ 1 - . { / 1 - - = T(t)x

for xeX0 and uniformly for bounded ί>0.

COROLLARY. In the above theorem the product formulae (1.3) and (1.4) hold.

The proof of the theorem will be given in the next section. We here state a
basic lemma which will be used in the proof.

LEMMA. Let φ and ψ be convex Gateaux differentiate functionals on X.
Let X0 be a convex set of X. If φ(x) = ψ(x) for xeX0, then <φ'(x), t;> =
<ι/Λ(x), ϋ> for xeX0 and V

PROOF. Let xeX0 and y e X0. Then

φ(x + a(y - x)) = ψ(x + a(y - x)) for a e (0, 1) .

Therefore,

), y-x) = \imaι0a-i(φ

and
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for yί9 y2eX0. Since φ'(x) and ψ'(x) are bounded linear on X, we obtain the
required result. Q. E. D.

3. Proof of Theorem

To establish (2.11), it is sufficient to show that

(3.1) lim^oα-A

for A>0 and xeX0. In fact, by the approximation theorem for nonlinear
semigroups due to Brezis and Pazy [2], (3.1) implies (2.11). Furthermore,

(/-λr^l/flίO l/iCO-/))"1 and (I-λA)'1 are contraction operators on X0

and D(A) is dense in X09 so that it is sufficient to prove (3.1) only for x e D(A) and

and 1>0. To this end, fix any x e D(^4) and Λ,>0 and set

(3.2)

(3.3)

and

(3.4) zXs, 0 = Vj^yj-ά), 7 = 1, 2,-, N

for ί>0 and se(0, t). Here, for each 7, {Vjtt(s)}0<s<t denotes the family of
contraction operators of D(Aj) = X0 into itself satisfying conditions (a), (b) and
(c) with (7(0, Vt(s) and A, replaced respectively by Uβ), Vjtt(s) and Aj. We
observe that (3.2) and (3.3) together imply

y<>(i)-λr*(yM-y0(ty) = x

or

(3.5) Π(yN(t)-yM) = λ-i(yo(t)-x).

PROPOSITION 3.1. For each j = l, 2, , N, \\y0(t)\\9 \\yβ)\\ and sup0<s<f

\\Zj(s9 Oi l are bounded as t 4 0.

PROOF. We first note that

(3.6) l l i/ΛO. . t/ΛOx-xll < 2ί Σ5=ι III VIII' ^ = L 2,-, ΛΓ.

In fact, since ί//0 are contraction operators on X0 = D(Aj)9 we have
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and so (3.6) follows from (2.6) with U(ί)=Uj(i), A = Aj and u = x.
Since (/ — λί~ ̂  17^(0- •• If ι(0~ J))"1 is a contraction operator on X0, we have

= \\λr\uN(t) uί(t)x-x)\\.

Hence (3.6) implies

(3.7) ibo(o-^ι ι<2AΣy=ιiMyχi ι ι ,
which shows that ||y0(OII is bounded for f >0.

Since each Uj(f) as is a contraction operator on X0, we have

and so

\\ytf-x\\

for ; = 1, 2, , N. Thus, it follows from (3.6) and (3.7) that, for j = l, 2,—, JV,

|| 3^/ί) II is bounded as 1 1 0.
Since Vjtt(s) is also a contraction operator,

\\Zj(s,t)-Vj}t(s)x\\ < \\yj(ή-x\\

by (3.4) and

||z/s, 0-x|| < IIF^x-xll + \\yj(t)-x\\.

But

x|| <t\\\AjX\\\

for 0<5<ί by (2.1) and we conclude that sup0<5<ί ||z7{s, 0""xl! is bounded as
f | 0 . Q.E.D.

Let {t(ri)}™=i be a null sequence of positive numbers. For each y e X, we set

φfiy) = LIM^β \\yj(t(n»-y\\2, j = 0, l, v, JV

and
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where LIM,,̂  an denotes the Banach limit of a bounded sequence {an}™=1. As is
easily seen, φj and ψj define convex continuous functional on X.

PROPOSITION 3.2. φ0(y) = ψjy) = φj(y) for y e X0 and j = ί , 2, - - , N.

PROOF. Using (3.5) and (3.7), we have

and so

\\\yN(t)-y\\2-\\yo(t)-y\\2

for y e X. Since 11 (̂011 and ||y0(OII are bounded as 1 j 0, this implies that φN(y) =
φQ(y) for y e X. Let y e £(,4) be fixed. By the inequality (2.2) with U(i) = l7/ί)»
Fr(s)=FΛί(s), 4 = 4,., χ = φj_ί(t) and w = y, we have

for j = l, 2,.. ,JV, since y/0 = t//0^-ι(0 and z/s, ί) = ̂ .r(Φj-ι(0 This
implies

(3.9) Φj(y)<Ψj(y) for j = l,2,-..,N,

since sup0<s<f ||z/s, Oil is bounded as t j 0. On the other hand, applying (2.5) for
Vt(s)=Vjj(s), A = Ap x = φj-ι(t) and u = y, we have

<\\yj_,(ί)-y\\ + t\\\Ajy\\\.

Since ||^_i(OII is bounded as f->0, the above estimate implies

(3.10) ^ω<4>;-ιω for 7 = 1,2, ..,N.

Combining (3.8), (3.9) and (3.10), we obtain ψ/y) = ψj(y) = φo(y) for yeD(A) and
7 = 1, 2, , JV. Since D(̂ ) = Jί0 and </>y and i ŷ are continuous on X, we get the
required result. Q. E. D.

PROPOSITION 3.3. The functionals φpj = Q9 1, , JV and ψj9j = !9 2, , AT
Gateaux differentiable on X and

(n))-yl υ\ j = 0, 1,-,

and
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>ro ί(n)-> <F(z/s, f(Fi))-jO, t;>rfs,

j = l,...,N,for y, veX.

PROOF. Since the norm of X is uniformly Gateaux differentiable,

\ima^a-i(\\u + av\\2- \\u\\2) = 2<F(ιι), v)

for t eX and uniformly for bounded ueX. Let y, veX and let ε>0. Since

Hy/OII is bounded as f i 0, ||.y/ί(n))ll *s bounded with respect to n. Therefore,
there exists a positive number δ such that

\a~\\\y j(t(n))-y-av\\* - \\yj(t(n))-y\\*) - 2 - <F(yj(t(n)) - y), -t,>| < ε

for |α|<<5 and n = l, 2, . Taking the Banach limits of each term on the left

hand side, we obtain

<F(j;/ί(π))-Thus, φy is Gateaux differentiable at y and <</>}(», f>> = -2

Since sup0<s<f ||z/s, ί||) is bounded as 1 1 0, sup0<s<f||z/ί(n))|| is bounded
with respect to n. Therefore, there exists a positive number δ such that

|α-KI|z/s, t(n))-y-av\\2-\\zj(s,

-2 <F(z/s,ί(n))-jO, -^>

for |έi|<δ, 0<s<ί(n) and n = l, 2, . Hence,

<F(z/s, t(n))-y\ -v^ <ε

for n = l, 2, and ; and consequently

for . Thus, ψj is also Gateaux differentiable at y and
> <F(z/5, t(ή))-y\ υ^ds.

<ε

i, vy = -2
Q. E. D.

In view of the Lemma stated in the end of Section 2, Propositions 3.2 and
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3.3 together imply the following Corollary.

COROLLARY. For yeX0, υesp(X0 — X0) and j = l, 2, 9N,

PROPOSITION 3.4. y0(t)-+(I-λA)~lx as 1 1 0. Therefore (3.1) ϊs obtained for
and xεD(A).

PROOF. Let w e DG4) and ^ eAjU, j = l,2, , N. The inequality (2.3) with
U(t)=U£t)9 Vt(s)=Vjit(s), x = yj_i(t) and ι; = ι;y implies

(3.11)

since J/0= ^/O^y-iCO and z/s> 0= ^/ff( s)^ -ι(0 Summing the relations (3.11)
over j = l, 2, , N, we obtain

(3.12) ||^0-tt||2 - ll^o(0-w||2 < 2 Σ7=ι <F(zj(s9 t)-y\ υ^ds.

On the other hand, we have

-"> - 2<FθΌ(0-«),

Thus, using (3.5), we have

(3.13) 11 (̂0 -"II2 - IW

Combining (3.12) and (3.13), we obtain

||y0(0-"ll2 < <FθΌ(0-«), *-«>

and it follows that
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Note that x-u€X0-X0 and ΌJ e sp (X0 - X0) for j = l, 2, , JV, since each A /
satisfies condition (#: Jf0). So, in view of the Corollary before Proposition 3.4,

we have

n^ <F(yQ(t(ny)-u)9 x-u

< supn \\y0(t(n))-u\\ - \\x-u + λΣ^ι υ

Since A is the closure of A{ + A2 -\ ----- \-AN,it turns out that

(3.14) LIMn.Jj;00(n))-Wp

< supπ \\y0(t(n))-u\\.\\x-u

for ueD(A) and i eXii. Putting u = (I-λA)~1x and t; = A-1((/-/l^)~1x-x) in
(3.14), we have

^ \\y0(t(n»-(I-lArlx\\2 = 0.

This shows that there exists a subsequence {ί(n(fe))} of (ί(n)} such that

Thus, it is concluded that y0(t) converges to (/ — λA)~*x as t J, 0, as required.
Q. E. D.
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